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Industry booming: 
but where are our people?

correspondence to: 
seth.thompson@nzarb.org.nz

Wow, the year has really kicked off with 
a boom. Plenty of tree work around 

although the summer was sluggish to get 
the clouds off. 

I had a short break over summer, where I 
tried to find some (somewhat elusive) surf in 
Northland. I managed to get my Hilux stuck 
up to its chassis in shells, well below the 
high tide mark approximately 7 kms from 
the road, around the rocks from Shipwreck 
Bay, Ahipara. Embarrassingly, not that long 
after being told to ‘stick to the tracks’ by a 
lovely local lady. 

Yes, I had managed to find the only 100m2 of 
shells you can get yourself caught in on the 
Peninsula. As I was understandably slightly 
stressed and madly digging the truck out 
using my bare hands (along with the help 
of my three kids, the smallest of which at 
age 8, had plenty of advice on how I could 
fix the situation), my lovely wife ran 4 km to 
the rescue in the beating sun and was lucky 

enough to find the local farmer having 
lunch. A tractor to the rescue.

After that excitement I am now back to the 
grind after the summer break. It seems that 
most contractors I have spoken, continue 
to enjoy plenty of work and are struggling 
to keep up with demand. This is really 
positive and shows growing strong demand 
for skilled arborists. This is especially 
heartening considering the deregulation of 
many of the tree rules from district plans 
around the country (feel free to write to the 
editor with your opinions on this).

We (contractors) all seem to be struggling 
with getting good quality people in our 
teams with a common theme arising — 
“there is plenty of work there, but not the 
people to do it”. Arborists are still on the 
skills shortage list. Talking to the training 
institutes, they too are struggling with 
numbers to fill their courses. 

Of all the years I have been in arboriculture, 
I have never seen such a large hole in our 
workforce. We, as an industry, really need 
to focus on how can we entice more people 
into arboriculture. It is an industry that can 
be so challenging and rewarding. And once 
we get them, how do we retain them?

 As an industry, I believe we all need to work 
together to attract more people, and create 
a workforce that believes in arboriculture 
as a viable career option. We need to 
promote arboriculture as an attractive 
option for those aspiring to be professional 
tradespeople.

I’m expecting that many of you will have an 
opinion on this, let’s get the conversation 
started, arboriculture is a career for 
professional trades people, not cowboys.

By Seth Thompson 
President NZ Arb 2015-2017

Prez Release

Ask an Arborist stand at Rural Games and Wellington Regional Tree Climbing
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Editorial:  
Collaborating for good content

In the last edition, I talked about 
reinvention and change. I outlined that 
Tree Matters was going through a long 
overdue refresh and now looking like a 
grownup magazine. As a new year rolls 
around and we are now in the thick of it, 
hopefully we’re implementing the changes 
we promised ourselves to do last year, both 
private and business goals. 

Change is good. Have lofty goals and go 
for it. But, and it’s a big but, don’t bash 
your head against the wall and stress out 
yourself, your employees and your biggest 
stakeholders — your family. 

The one thing that becomes more apparent 
with experience is that you don’t have to 
reinvent the wheel. Most of what you’re 
going to do or have done has been done 
before. That rings true for this issue and 
for Tree Matters. We don’t have to reinvent 
the wheel.

One of the hardest aspects of putting 
out this magazine is sourcing content. 
However we can draw on great articles 
from across the industry and we aren’t 
the only arboricultural magazine around. 
Luckily, we are in a great position to 
have the ISA allowing us to utilise back 
catalogue articles from their preeminent 
arboricultural magazine Arborist News.

The articles within this edition are 
technical and well researched from 
arborists who are at the top of their 
game. Some of the Arborist News content 
may not relate to your neck of the woods, 
however take what you can — it is well 
worth it.
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By Jon Redfern 
NZ Arb Editor-in-Chief

Correspondence to 
secretary@nzarb.org.nz 
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Arbor View
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With four women’s world titles, six New 
Zealand, and four Asia-Pacific wins 

under her belt, Chrissy Spence now has a 
new title to add to her list — the inaugural 
New Zealand Rural Sportswoman of the 
Year in association with 8 Wired Brewing. 

Award winners were announced at a Gala 
Dinner preceding the Hilux Rural Games in 
Palmerston North on Friday 10th March. 
Spence took out the category from a field 
of three female finalists including New 
Zealand gumboot throwing champion and 
women’s national record holder, Kristen 
Churchward (Taihape) and woolhandler 
Pagan Karauria (Alexandra). Karauria was 
nominated as the outstanding woman in 
most major shearing events in New Zealand 
last year. 

Presented by Dame Valerie Adams, Spence 
accepted her award cheered on by a vocal 
crew of arboriculture and tree climbing 
friends. It was the first time the Norwood 
New Zealand Rural Sports Awards had 
been run by the New Zealand Rural Games 
Trust together with strategic partner, 

Federated Farmers of New Zealand. The 
Award was pitched by organisers to be the 
‘Halbergs of the Rural Sector’. Back in late 
2016 rural sports associations were invited 
to nominate athletes for New Zealand 
Rural Sportsman of the Year and Rural 
Sportswoman of the Year.

Margaret Kouvelis, Chair of the New 
Zealand Rural Games Trust and mayor 
of Manawatu District Council said the 
awards are designed to raise the profile 
of traditional sports like wood chopping, 
shearing, tree climbing, and sheep dog 
trials, it also recognises the important role 
such sports play in New Zealand society. 
  
“You can make a good case for our top 
rural sportspeople being among the best 
athletes in New Zealand. They represent 
their country with as much pride as those in 
more familiar sports but their achievements 
go largely unnoticed. These new awards 
aim to put that right by showcasing their 
talent, dedication and success in competing 
around the world,” she said. 
 

Chrissy’s journey to becoming New 
Zealand’s first Rural Sportswoman of the 
Year, started when she entered the local tree 
climbing competition more than 15 years 
ago, “One competition just led into another.”  
In 2003, Chrissy attended her first World 
Championship and came second, she then 
went on to win her second competition. 
She then won again another three times 
over the subsequent 11 years. 

Chrissy Spence’s Achievements 
International Tree Climbing Championship 
(ITCC) Women’s Champion  
– 2005, 2007, 2011, 2016 (current)
New Zealand National Women’s Champion 
– 2003, 2004, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2010, 
Asia Pacific Tree Climbing Championship  
(APTCC) Women’s Champion 
– 2008, 2009, 2010, 2015
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Chrissy Spence, Dame Valerie Adams

The first New Zealand Rural Sportswoman 
of the Year – Chrissy Spence

Correspondence to  
administrator@nzarb.org.nz

By NZ Arb 
Photo: Neco Wieringa

Down to Earth



This year’s Husqvarna/NZ Arb Wellington Regional Climbing 
Competition was held in conjunction with the Rural Games 
and the NZ Speed Tree Climbing Trans-Tasman Championship 
in Palmerston North. On the Friday night, Chrissy Spence was 
crowned the inaugural winner of the Rural Sports Women of the 
Year. This set the tone for a successful tree climbing weekend, with 
over 40 climbers taking part in the soggy regional competition, and 
the Aussies vs Kiwis climb off  on the Sunday. It was a great weekend 
that showcased New Zealand Arboriculture to the public. 

Tiago Miranda took out the regional competition, with Aaron 
Turner second, Josh Symes third and Ninett e Rowland winning 
the woman’s competition. Scott  Forrest won the work climb at 
the Trans-Tasman Championship, with Terry Boston winning the 
foot lock. The only dampener, apart from the weather, was the 
Australian team winning overall on the Trans-Tasman competition 
with some amazing work climbs. Devon Judd took out the New 
Arborist of The Year award.

The Ask an Arborist stand was a great success gett ing a lot of 
att ention and questions from the public, while the kids tree climb 
was one of the most att ended events at the rural games with long 
queues of people all day. 

None of this would be possible without all of those who volunteered 
their time over the weekend and behind the scenes, so a big thank 
you to all of you. 

Upcoming competition:
Mark your diaries for the next Husqvarna/NZ Arb Regional Tree 
Climbing Competition in Hamilton on 6 May, followed by the 
Auckland Regional’s on 20 May.
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Down to Earth
Husqvarna/NZ Arb Wellington Regional 
Climbing Competition 2017

By Will Melville 
and David James

Correspondence to 
vicepresident@nzarb.org.nz 

Photo: Richard Tregoweth (Treetools)

Photo: Peter McDermott 
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We have known for many years that trees communicate with 
each other, that their responses to insect and/or animal 

attack can be picked up by other trees. We know that the attacked 
tree can send out warning signals to other trees and these signals 
can be very specific; e.g. they can differentiate between leaf eating 
and sap sucking, and between insect and animal attack. 

The mechanics behind this are surprisingly straight forward 
and work well in a forest situation. This form of response 
communication is also surprisingly fast. Grazing animals have been 
observed lunching on every other tree and not chewing from one 
tree to the next. The theory being that by the time the animal has 
finished chomping on one tree, the neighbouring tree knows what 
is coming and has already pumped its leaves full with less tasty 
substances.

We know that trees help each other. Nutrient sharing takes place, 
mainly between trees of the same species but inter-species help is 
also not uncommon. It would be nice to think that trees are caring 
beings and look after their neighbours because of some sense of 
‘natural goodness’; but we suspect that is not the case. Nutrient 
sharing also typically takes place in a forest situation. This is based 
on the theory that a forest functions as a ‘super organism’, a single 
living entity that just happens to be made up of thousands, if not 
millions, of separate living things. By helping your neighbours, you 
help yourself – the forest canopy stays intact, pests and diseases 
don’t get a chance to establish and the super organism remains 
strong. 

The odd thing about nutrient sharing is that it seems to be 
controlled by fungus (the mycorrhizal fungi living on or in the 
roots), which poses the question: who or what is really in control 
of the super organism? The other interesting thing about nutrient 
sharing is that it doesn’t seem to happen as much in planted/
commercial forestry or in agricultural cropping situations.  
One theory is that the addition of fertiliser (particularly 
phosphates) kills off the naturally occurring soil flora.

So, we know that trees communicate with each other (in a forest 
situation at least). We know how this happens and we can guess 
why – but these forms of communication don’t involve sound, so 
we can’t really call it talking and it would be a stretch to call it a 
form of non-verbal communication as well.

But what if trees could make sound, and what if they could 
respond to the sounds other trees made? Could we consider that 
to be talking?

Well, trees do make sounds, not just sounds generated by wind 
passing through their branches or their leaves, but sounds 
generated from within. Tree sounds come from water, and 
presumably, tiny air bubbles moving through the plant with 
healthy trees making more sound than unhealthy trees.

Sound travels in waves and we detect these sound waves as 
vibrations. More sound equals more vibrations. Tree sounds come 

from water moving through the plant with most of the water 
entering the plant through the roots. The more actively roots are 
taking and moving water, the greater that sound will be. 

Now, here for the interesting bit… it seems that roots are attracted 
to the sounds/vibrations of other roots. A single root in the soil may 
not generate much sound, but a bunch of roots actively moving 
water all at the same place will. There is a theory that roots can 
sense vibrations and will grow towards the source of the sound, i.e. 
there must be something good in the soil to generate so much sound 
so other roots want to join the party.

Trees are communal creatures they share information above 
ground. They share information below ground, they give each other 
shelter and share nutrients — in a forest or when part of a ‘super 
organism’ at least.

I have always said that trees don’t think, they respond and I’m 
not suggesting that these forms of communication are conscious 
actions or even unconscious processes, because trees don’t 
have consciousness. Yet with all this communication going on, 
and at so many different levels, what is it, if it is not some form 
consciousness?

Talking trees

Correspondence to  
mark@robertsconsulting.co.nz

By Mark Roberts 
Roberts Consulting

Tree of Knowlegde
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Clippings

Early February, Delta’s Central Otago tree 
crews climbed and measured a Sequoiadendron 
giganteum (1160 on the notable tree list) 
in Queenstown. 

The specimen measured 44.2m tall in height, 
 the circumference of the trunk was 14.9m 
(at chest height) and had a canopy spread of 
21.4m wide. 

The Sequoiadendron giganteum proved a 
very tricky climb for the crew, but a great 
day was had by all who took part. 

The team of climbers included: 
Dylan Haywood (photographer),  
Ben Macdonald, John Taylor, Sean Mackinnon, 
Kerry Einam, Mike Alyward, James Rose 
and Matt Thomas. 

Delta crew takes on 44.2m  
Sequoiadendron giganteum
By Matt Thomas
Supervisor at  Delta

Correspondence to 
Matt.Thomas@thinkdelta.co.nz
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Most us are familiar with STEM, the 
Standard Tree Evaluation Method 

widely used for evaluating the importance 
of trees and their preservation in New 
Zealand. We need your input to bett er 
understand how stem works across New 
Zealand. Developed between 1988 and 1996, 
STEM is now used by more than 35 Councils 
around New Zealand to evaluate trees for 
potential inclusion within their respective 
District Plans. The use of this standardised 
method has allowed Councils to make 
defendable and evidence-based evaluations 
of the most important trees for inclusion 
within their District Plans.

The methodology assesses the importance 
of trees by applying a numerical score to 
a range of fi eld tested criteria that can 
each att ain a maximum of 30 points. The 
experience, expertise, and value judgement 
of the assessor has scope to infl uence 
the total score att ained. It is generally 
accepted that the methodology is usually 

well applied, especially because most 
Councils use the services of a qualifi ed 
and experienced consulting arborist to 
undertake the assessments.

Anecdotal evidence would suggest that 
there is variation in how assessors may 
score trees, especially when applying 
the more subjective criteria such as role 
and climate. There are also local factors 
which come in to play such as the number 
of high scoring trees within a particular 
District which aff ects the mean score, 
the role of disease in aff ecting the rarity 
of a particular species, and localised 
environmental conditions which may aff ect 
form and size.

However, the point in the process where 
there is most scope for variability in how 
STEM is applied is when the numerical 
threshold for District Plan inclusion is 
decided. Of the 35 Councils using STEM 
to evaluate trees, some have hundreds of 

protected trees and some have very few 
protected trees. Why is this the case? Is it 
simply because some Councils have greater 
numbers of important specimen trees 
and some have less, or is it because the 
threshold for inclusion is a moving target?

Contribute your Knowledge to the Study 
Jez Partridge (Senior Consulting Arborist, 
Treecology) is about to undertake a study 
into how Councils determine their STEM 
threshold, what factors are taken into 
account when sett ing the threshold, and 
how outcomes diff er between Councils. Jez is 
keen to hear from anyone who would like to 
contribute to this study, and in particular 
from Council Offi  cers and Consulting 
Arborists who have been involved in 
helping to determine thresholds. If you 
would like to contribute or get involved, 
please contact Jez at jez.partridge@yahoo. 
co.nz or at jezpartridge.com. Jez hopes to 
complete a paper and report in time for this 
year’s Arb Association Conference.

Arbor View
Standard Tree Evaluation Method – 
A moving target?
by Jez Partridge
Senior Consulting Arborist, Treecology

Correspondence to 
jez.partridge@yahoo.co.nz
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With a flourishing lineup of international speakers, and a growing number of Australia’s best minds coming together in one place, this is one 
conference not to be missed! There’s something for everyone from the Urban Forester to the Utility Arborist!

Dan Lambe from Arbor Day Foundation, USA, will make an exciting landmark announcement that will elevate the appreciation, awareness and 
management of trees in communities throughout the country. Urban and community forestry leaders - take note!

For more information, go to www.arboriculture.org.au/Events

Celebrating years of providing industry support: 
Arboriculture Australia 20th Anniversary  |  National Arborists Association of Australia 30th Anniversary

All profits raised for this Conference will be placed in trust for Education, Research and Scholarships.

Early bird prices end 

24th March!

Register Online! 
Visit www.bit.ly/ArbAus2017
Register Online! 
Visit www.bit.ly/ArbAus2017

Get updates on the go! 
Search & download the ‘eventsair’ 
app, and use the code ‘ausarb2017’

Get updates on the go! 
Search & download the ‘eventsair’ 
app, and use the code ‘ausarb2017’

Workshops

• ISA Tree Risk Assessment Qualification (TRAQ) Workshop  |  Friday 
28th-Sunday 30th April 2017

• Arboriculture: Getting to the top and staying there by Jeremy Barrell  |  
Saturday 29th - Sunday 30th April 2017

• 3-Day Tree Anatomy Workshop by Mark Hartley  |  Friday 28th-Sunday 
30th April 2017

Workshops are capped at 20 spots. Book now to avoid disappointment! Please 
email conference2017@arboriculture.org.au to check availability.

Trade Show

Make sure you don’t miss our massive trade show this year! The space features 
9-metre high ceilings so the exhibits will be showing off huge machinery and 
displays. 
Among our growing list of exhibitors are: Active Tree Services, Vermeer, 
Arborgreen, Tree HQ, City Green, Power Safety Training and Clogger/Zenitec.

Jeremy Barrell - Managing Director of Barrell Tree 
Consultancy, UK

Tom Ogren - Author, Speaker, Pollen-Allergy Researcher, 
Creator of OPALS, USA

Jan Davis - Assistant Director Cooperative Forestry, 
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It takes a lot of hard work and networking to grow your email 
marketing database. So once you have managed to get a client 

or prospect to opt in to your database it’s important to ensure that 
the experience they have is positive, so that they stay with you.With 
that in mind here is a summary of some simple ways to keep your 
audience engaged:

Welcome Email
As with any new introduction a warm welcome is always 
appreciated. Email your new database member with a friendly 
email thanking them for signing up. If you have used a promise of 
a free download, off er or gift in order to get them to sign up, make 
sure that you follow through with that by not only acknowledging 
it…but delivering on it.

Don’t make false promises
Clearly defi ne in your subject line what the email is about and 
then deliver on that subject. Don’t try to lure your audience in with 
promises of off ers or information that isn’t actually forthcoming in 
your email as it will only lead them to get frustrated and possibly 
unsubscribing from your database.

Relationship building
Email campaigns are not just a one-way communication street. 
They are also a useful and eff ective way to drive traffi  c back to 
your website, to your blogs (where they can comment) or even to 
links about relevant events that you may be holding that may be of 
interest to them. You could even send out a survey to ascertain their 
thoughts on your products or services, or gauge their opinions on 
what is of interest to them or what they’d like to see in the market. 
In general, people like to voice their opinion, and time permitt ing, 
will often respond to an opportunity to comment.

Following up
Again, it’s important to follow up where appropriate. Perhaps this 
could mean splitt ing the information you want to convey into pieces 
and sending it out piece by piece to them.  Perhaps it’s a follow up to 
an off er or event you have put to them previously to remind them 
that it’s time bound.

Unsubscribe opportunity
By law you need to off er your audience a chance to unsubscribe 
from your database. Sending emails to people who do not wish to 
receive them is called ‘spamming.’  Although it’s not ideal to lose 

anyone, you will do more damage to your brand by continually 
contacting someone who does not wish to be contacted. 
Therefore, it’s also important to take the time to understand your 
client/prospect. If you email them too often it may be off -putt ing 
particularly if they are busy, and you will end up losing them. 
Find the balance of not too often, not too litt le.

Customer value
Think about your emails from your audience’s perspective. What’s 
in it for them — why should they read it?  Why should they respond 
with their opinions?  Why should they att end your event. Whatever 
your content, ensure it is targeted correctly to the people you are 
emailing. Every so often include a drawcard of a product sample, or 
off er so that they feel connected and appreciated. If you can get the 
balance right your email database can provide a direct link to what 
your customers are thinking about your products or services and 
your brand. Nurture that relationship and they can become your 
biggest advocates in the marketplace. 

Rosina Webb is founder and Managing Director of Energise and 
Associates. Energise is a marketing agency that specialises in 
growth and digital solutions for clients ranging from small to 
medium sized businesses. Based in Parnell, Energise has expertise 
and experience in the full spectrum of marketing activity.
To fi nd out more visit www.energise.net.nz

Tree of Knowledge
Top tips for email marketing
from Rosina Webb
by Rosina Webb
Founder and Managing Director of Energise & Associates 

Correspondence to 
rosina@energise.net.nz
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“ Think about your emails from 
your audience’s  perspective. 
What’s in it for them - why should 
they read it? Why should they 
respond with their opinions?”
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When someone is killed or injured by electricity, electrocution 
is usually the first thing that comes to mind. And when we 

think electrocution, flashovers are what we envision — right?  
A spectacular arc of visible light zig-gagging its way through the 
air; an arc-flashover.

Flashovers occur when electric current passes through the air 
between conductors, with electrocution occurring when the 
human body is one of those conductors. If the current that flows 
through the human body is large enough, cardiac arrest can 
occur, but if your heart restarts you’ll most likely suffer the effects 
of being blasted by thermal energy... You’ll most likely suffer from 
burns leading to significant long-term injuries and sometimes a 
slow and painful death. It’s not nice reading, but it’s a reality that 
you need to be aware of — and don’t think for a moment that 
electrocution is only a hazard for utility arborist. Energised lines 
are everywhere and if you can’t see them, then they are probably 
under-ground. But don’t be afraid of electricity, respect it, be 
aware of the risks and manage them. 

The 2016 New Zealand Arboricultural Association Innovation 
Award was given to a company that was not only aware of the 
risks associated with arc flashovers but came up with a solution 
to help safe-guard against it.

The New Zealand Arboricultural Association Innovation Award 
recognises unique innovations, technology and equipment 
designed by people and or companies for our industry. The 2016 
award was given to the Invercargill based chainsaw protection 
manufacturer, Clogger, in recognition for the design, development 
and release of the Clogger Arcmax Fire Resistant (FR) chainsaw 
trouser. Arcmax FR trousers are the world’s first truly fire-
resistant chainsaw protective trousers to be available on the 
market. Arcmax FR trousers are 100% fire resistant and comply 
with international standards that state ‘no materials are allowed 
to melt or drip’.

Clogger recognised that there were a number of FR chainsaw 
garments on the market, but in reality not many of them perform 
very well in an arc flashover event, which isn’t surprising 
considering an arc flashover can generate heat hotter than the 
surface of the sun! So they set about doing something. Many of the 
FR Chainsaw trousers could end up doing more harm than good 
in an arc flashover event. The reason is simple — traditionally, 
the chainsaw protection used in chainsaw protection is not FR 
rated. It’s simply normal chainsaw protection covered with an 
FR rated outer. The power and energy from an arc flashover 
is so severe it simply blasts off that out covering, leaving the 
chainsaw protection to combust. If that happens (if the chainsaw 
protection combusts), the chainsaw protection will melt and fuse 
onto whatever it is next to; which would be the flesh of the person 
wearing the trousers at the time. And it’ll all happen in the blink 
of an eye.

Clogger developed the FR fabric treatment used in their Arcmax 
FR trouser. The treatment can be use on external, internal and 
chainsaw protection fabrics. It is for this reason that that New 

Zealand Arboricultural Association were proud to give the 2016 
Innovation Award to Clogger for their Arcmax FR trousers.

The impetus for the innovation from Clogger also makes for a 
good story. They simply believed it would be wrong to produce any 
products that could pass the regulations but not do all that was 
possible to negate danger: a false sense of security, is not security. 
For them, the standards were just the starting point and their 
products have to go beyond them. 

“That’s the only way we will move forward and better protect 
ourselves and it’s the reasoning behind their brand strapline: 
Advance Your Guard”. 

Clippings
Arcmax;  
behind the flames of innovation
by Neil Kilby 
Sales and Marketing Manager, Zenitec / Clogger

Correspondence to 
neil@zenitec.co.nz

Clogger Arcmax - rear

Clogger Arcmax - front
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Clogger have researched, developed and introduced the only 
trousers which will not melt or drip. In the Arcmax trousers, 
even the chainsaw protective material is fire resistant. The 
results are clear to see when you compare the images from 
the testing laboratory, clearly showing the traditional FR 
protection to have combusted and melted. The specially 
developed FR material by Clogger has remained intact. 

We work in an exciting industry but that excitement if often 
accompanied by a level of danger missing in most jobs. If we 
are to make the workplace safer then innovation needs to 
continue and we need to encourage companies to look beyond 
the regulations. This is a great example of a company doing 
just that and one that NZ Arb is happy to recognise.

“The 2016 New Zealand 
Arboricultural Association  
‘Innovation Award’ was given 
to a company that was not 
only was aware of the risks 
associated with arc flashovers 
but came up with a solution to 
help safe-guard against it.”

Traditional FR Chainsaw Protection - rear

Traditional FR Chainsaw Protection - front

NZ Arb Annual 
Conference 
26 & 27 Oct 
Trinity Wharf  
Hotel, Tauranga

Husqvarna / NZ Arb 
National Tree Climbing 
Championships 
27 & 28 Oct
Tauranga Domain

Save 
the 
date
26 - 28 
Oct 17
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Construction projects can be divided into five phases: planning, 
design, pre-construction, construction, and postconstruction. 

The fate of trees on the site can be affected during all of these 
phases. The highest levels of success are usually achieved when 
arborists are brought in early in the development process to share 
their expertise and are consulted during all phases of the project. 
This article will focus on the planning and design phases of manag-
ing trees during construction.

Planning Phase
During the planning phase, the building or engineering needs, 
topography, soils, and trees are all defined and evaluated. The 
involvement of an arborist at this stage ensures the most suitable 
trees are retained and dramatically increases the chances of 
long-term tree preservation success (Figure 1). During this phase, 
the architect, engineer, landscape architect, and developer will 
decide what size and type of structure is needed and how it should 
be placed on the site. Ideally, the project planners will employ an 
arborist to conduct a tree resource evaluation. The information 
the arborist collects during the planning meetings and evaluation 
should be used in the design phase to locate the building or 
infrastructure where the least impact on trees will occur and the 
most desirable trees will be preserved.

The scope of the arborist’s tree resource evaluation should 
be defined by the needs of the developer or owner, as well as any 
pertinent ordinances. In most cases, the tree resource evaluation 
is a tree inventory. Individual trees— or on larger projects, groups 
or stands of trees—are located on the site plan or map, species are 
identified, size is measured, and their condition and level of risk 
assessed. The location of trees on adjacent properties that may 
be impacted by construction should also be considered. The client 
should be notified if conditions are observed that require action 
beyond resource evaluation’s original scope (e.g., high- or extreme-
risk trees).

Tree Assessment
Species characteristics play a critical role in determining a tree’s 
suitability for preservation, and these characteristics should be 
noted in the resource evaluation report. The ability of trees to 
tolerate construction-related damage varies greatly by species. 
Species desirability from an aesthetic perspective is a subjective 
rating that should be determined with input from the client or 
owner (Figure 2). Some species have characteristics that make 
them less desirable (e.g., thorns, excessive litter, unpleasant fruit or 
flower odor, short life span, invasiveness, nuisance pest problems, 
twig shedding, or weak wood).
Young, medium-age, and mature trees may be better candidates 
for preservation than overmature trees. Developers and owners 
sometimes choose to retain one or more trees that possess 
undesirable characteristics, so the arborist should discuss those 
attributes with the client and prescribe the best options for the 
situation. Healthy trees are more desirable for preservation than 
unhealthy specimens because unhealthy trees may not have the 
capacity to endure stresses associated with construction and are 
also less likely to regain health after the project. Assessing tree 
health includes evaluation of crown density, foliage colour and 
size, annual shoot growth, disease infections, insect infestations, 

the presence of injuries, and dieback symptoms (Figure 3). Pests 
that will affect long-term survival (e.g., vascular wilt diseases, root 
rot fungi, and insect borers) should not be overlooked during the 
evaluation.

Risk should be assessed for trees that are or will be near 
significant targets (e.g., people, property, or activities that could 
be injured, damaged, or disrupted by a tree failure). The likelihood 
of impact and consequence factors may need to be assessed 
three ways: with the current targets, with targets present during 
construction activities, and with targets that will be present after 
construction (see ISA’s Best Management Practices: Tree Risk 
Assessment). risk mitigation prior to construction is usually more 
cost-effective than after construction for trees that have, or will 
have, an unacceptable level of risk.

In addition to tree factors, the soil should be considered when 
making tree conservation decisions. Soil structure, texture, and 
organic matter levels should be considered. Coarse-textured soil 
(sandy or gravelly) will be more resistant to compaction, so a 
tree growing in these soils will likely suffer less from traffic over 
the root system. Soil that is more susceptible to compaction (wet, 
clayey soils, low in organic matter) may require a greater level of 
protection. All of these factors should be evaluated before selecting 
trees targeted for conservation efforts.

Design Phase
During the design phase, decisions about the location, size, and 
shape of the building and other infrastructure are documented 
on a site plan. Using the information provided on the site plan 
and the information collected in the tree resource evaluation, the 
arborist should provide recommendations for which trees should be 
retained, removed, transplanted, or protected.
If an inventory was not completed in the planning phase, it should 
be conducted during this phase. In addition, if the inventory was 
limited to basic tree information (i.e., species, size, location, health, 
risk) in the planning phase, the trees that will be retained may 
need to be assessed more closely to define the size of tree protection 
zones, and/or determine work that will need to be completed prior 
to construction. Surveyors and arborists may use global positioning 
systems in conjunction with geographic information systems to 
locate and map tree locations (see ISA’s Best Management Practices: 
Tree Inventories).
Arborist recommendations are usually presented as a plan 
containing a map of tree locations and locations of tree 
preservation zones. Arborists may also provide a written report 
or tree conservation plan. The plan should specify which trees are 
most suitable for preservation and which trees should be removed 
due to expected damage caused by construction of the building, 
infrastructure, and other onsite activities (Figure 4). If the arborist 
sees where changes to the plan can increase the number or quality 
of trees that can be preserved, this is the time to recommend those 
changes. In addition, the arborist should work with the design team 
to consider and make recommendations for:
Trees worthy of transplanting and possible relocation sites
Construction area access, including entry and exit
Parking for construction and personal vehicles
Space for operation and maintenance of construction equipment
Utility and drainage corridors, including stormwater management 

Tree of Knowledge
Preserving trees during construction 

by E. Thomas Smiley and Kelby Fite
Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories
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systems, gas, electric, cable, and water lines
Grade changes and excavations
Storage of soil
Aboveground vertical space for aerial equipment activity
Space for temporary construction buildings (e.g., office, tool and 
supply storage)
restricting access to undisturbed areas of the future landscape
Material staging and storage
Fueling and mixing area (keep slope in mind in case of spill)
Washout area for concrete trucks
Debris piles or burn pits
Sediment control (silt) barriers

Retaining Groups of Trees
It is often preferable to retain groups of trees, rather than 
individual trees, due to shared root space and a less exposed 
perimeter. retaining a mix of ages, species, and groundcover 
plantings within a stand will promote a sustainable landscape. 
When retaining groups of trees, it may be desirable to remove trees 
with low live-crown ratios, suppressed or partially suppressed 
crowns, codominant trunks, and those with structural defects.

On larger sites, a tree buffer composed of less valuable, smaller 
trees along the woodland edge will aid in the protection of the more 
important interior trees. If this buffer is made up of small trees, 

Figure 1. The involvement of an arborist before construction begins 
ensures the most suitable trees are retained, and dramatically increases 
the chances of long-term tree preservation success. In this case, no tree 
protection zone was established, and an arborist was not consulted until af-
ter construction debris was dumped in the critical root zone. Photo credit: 
Andrew Koeser, Bugwood.org

Figure 2. Species characteristics play a critical role in determining a tree’s 
suitability for preservation; these characteristics should be noted in the 
resource evaluation report. The ability of trees to tolerate construction-re-
lated damage varies greatly by species. Species desirability from an aesthetic 
perspective is a subjective rating that should be determined with input from 
the client or owner. Photo credit:  International Society of Arboriculture, 
Bugwood.org

Figure 3. Healthy trees are more desirable for preservation than unhealthy 
specimens because unhealthy trees may not have the capacity to endure 
stresses associated with construction and are less likely to regain health 
after the project. Assessing tree health includes evaluation of crown density, 
foliage colour and size, annual shoot growth, disease infections, insect u 
infestations, the presence of injuries, and dieback symptoms. Photo credit:  
E. Thomas Smiley, Bartlett Tree Experts, Bugwood.com

they can easily be removed after construction activities but prior to 
landscaping. 

Tree Conservation Plan
One way to communicate tree preservation information is with 
a comprehensive tree conservation plan. This plan should be 
designed to encompass all site work before (site preparation and 
demolition), during (construction and site servicing), and after 
(tree fencing removal and final landscaping) development. It can 
be presented as part of the site development plan and should 
document the following:

Comprehensive tree protection plans, including important 
instructions, recommendations, prohibitions, and follow-up care
A list of trees to be retained and their locations
Trees to be transplanted
Tree Protection Zone (TPZ) barrier specifications
Soil compaction controls for use within tree protection areas, 
when entry is required

Any site development activities—including grading, landscaping, 
and demolition—should be considered when developing 
specifications. The tree conservation plan should describe the 
methodology used to assess risks associated with existing trees.  
The document should describe consequences for noncompliance 
and identify mitigation measures when appropriate. 

Defining the Tree Protection Zone
A TPZ is an arborist-defined area surrounding the trunk intended 
to protect roots and soil within the critical root zone and beyond, 
to ensure future tree health and stability. There are many methods 
for determining the size of a TPZ. The drip line method uses the 
tree canopy’s drip line to define the boundary of the TPZ, where the 
entire area within the drip line is considered the TPZ.

Excurrent trees, those with small, suppressed, or asymmetric 
crowns or leaning trunks, and trees with irregular rooting areas 
(due to infrastructure or geological factors) introduce complexity 
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in determining the TPZ because the drip line of the canopy may not 
incorporate an adequate amount of the root zone for successful 
preservation. In these and other situations, the TPZ can be 
calculated from the trunk diameter.

The trunk-diameter method is based on diameter measured 
at breast height (dbh) [4.5 feet (1.4 m) above the ground]; this 
measurement is multiplied by a factor of 6 to 18 to determine the 
radius of the TPZ (Table 1). The unit of measure used to calculate the 
dbh (typically inches or cm) will be the same unit as the radius of 
the TPZ.

Even when the TPZ is placed at the drip line or at the location 
defined by the trunk-diameter method, large portions of the 
root system may be lost. The arborist needs to inspect the tree 
and site, and alter the TPZ as needed to provide adequate tree 
protection. Trees on adjacent properties may also need to have TPZs 
established if they are close to construction activities. 

Reducing the size of the TPZ on one or more sides of the tree 
may be necessary if planned infrastructure cannot be located 
outside the TPZ. In these cases, increasing the TPZ on the opposite 
side of the tree may be beneficial in some circumstances.

As part of the bidding process, all potential contractors should 
be made aware of the importance of the tree protection program 
and the penalties that will be assessed for unauthorized root 
cutting, soil compaction, branch removal, or other damaging 
activity within a TPZ. Bonding may be required. Prior to beginning 
any site work, hosting an educational session for the construction 
workers can raise the awareness about the reasons to avoid 
damage to the soil and trees.

TPZ Fencing
TPZ barriers should be erected around the zone’s perimeter before 
any site work begins. Fencing should be sturdy and highly visible 
to discourage entry into and disturbance of the area. Plastic 
construction fencing is easily moved or destroyed by construction 
activities and therefore is not recommended unless it is hung from 
a heavy wire attached between sturdy posts. A better method, often 
specified by municipalities, is the installation of chain-link, wire-
mesh, or wooden fence. Ideally, the fencing should be four to six feet 
(1.2 to 1.8 m) tall and solidly anchored into the ground (Figure 5).

Soil and Root Protection Within the TPZ
If foot or vehicular traffic or construction activities cannot be kept 
outside of the TPZ for the entire duration of construction, actions 
can be taken to disperse the load, minimizing soil compaction and 
mechanical root damage. These actions include:

Applying 6 to 12 inches (15 to 30 cm) of woodchip mulch to the area
Laying three-quarter-inch (2 cm) minimum thickness plywood, 
beams, commercial logging, or road mats over a four-plus inch 
(10+ cm) layer of woodchip mulch
Applying four to six inches (10 to 15 cm) of gravel over a taut, 
staked, geotextile fabric

Stone, geotextile, and mulch exceeding four inches thick must be 
removed from the TPZ once the threat of soil or root damage is 
passed. Any removal of vegetation or spreading of mulch materials 
within the TPZ should be performed manually, and all efforts should 
be made to protect the soil.

Summary
Construction or renovation of homes, businesses, or infrastructure 
will always be associated with growth and development. Many 
construction sites contain trees that are worthy of preservation. 
To retain trees that will provide the greatest benefits to the 
residents and the community, an arborist should be involved in 
the project from beginning to end. For more information about 
the construction and post-construction phases of preserving trees 
during construction, check out ISA’s Best Management Practices: 
Managing Trees During Construction.

E. Thomas Smiley is an arboricultural researchers with Bartlett 
Tree Research Laboratories.
Kelby Fite is an arboricultural researcher and Vice President and 
Director of The Bartlett Tree Research Laboratories. 

Figure 4. Arborist recommendations are usually presented as a plan that con-
tains a map of tree locations, as well as locations of tree preservation zones. 
Arborists may also provide a written report or tree conservation plan. The 
plan should specify which trees are most suitable for preservation and which 
trees should be removed due to expected damage caused by construction of 
the building infrastructure, and other on-site activities. 

Figure 5. TPZ barriers should be erected around the zone’s perimeter before 
any site work begins. Fencing should be sturdy and highly visible to discour-
age entry into, and disturbance of, the area. The fencing should ideally be 
four to six feet (1.2 to 1.8 m) tall and solidly anchored into the ground.

Table 1. Guidelines for determining tree protection zone radius for 
healthy, structurally sounds trees [adapted from Matheny and Clark 
(1998) and the British Standards Institute]. Refer to Best Management 
Practices: Managing Trees During Construction for “Species Tolerance 
to Construction Damage” rating.

Species tolerance 
to  construction 
damage 

Relative tree age TPZ multiplication factor

High Young 6

 Mature 8

 Overmature 12

Medium Young 8

 Mature 12

 Overmature 15

Low Young 12

 Mature 15

 Overmature 18

Note: DBH × Multiplication Factor = TPZ radius
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Cutt ing down a tree is simple! Yeah, right. 
We know that people think it is, but they 

don’t take account of the hard work, plan-
ning and skill that goes into each job. 

There are a number of elements that must 
come together in order to do it quickly and 
safely. It should come as no surprise that 
WorkSafe New Zealand is focussed on the 
safety element.

WorkSafe was set up in 2013 and 
administers the Health and Safety at 
Work Act (HSWA). As part of this we help 
businesses big and small understand the 
legislation and what it means for them. 

HSWA came in last April and is key to trying 
to move New Zealand from one of the worst 
performing countries in the OECD

 list for fatalities and serious injuries in the 
workplace to one of the best. 

This requires a culture change around 
health and safety in New Zealand 
businesses. For our part in that change we 
are focussing on three areas: education, 
engagement and enforcement. 

Our goal is simple — everyone who goes to 
work comes home healthy and safe. 

WorkSafe provides a range of guidance 
designed to help businesses meet their 
obligations under HSWA. We also have 
technical specialists who visit and talk 
to businesses, particularly businesses in 
the industries where there is the greatest 
ability to reduce injuries and fatalities in 
the workplace. 

The fi nal step is enforcement action. 
This may be an investigation to determine 
the causes of harm in the workplace, 
whether action needs to be taken to prevent 
it happening again, or a prosecution on 
criminal charges. 

The key thing is that health and safety 
is not complicated and you don’t need to 
have loads of paperwork to make things 
safer in your business. A good place to 
start is by pausing to look at the tasks you 
do regularly with fresh eyes and asking 
yourself, am I doing this safely? Often 
through this simple act you’ll pick up things 
you hadn’t previously considered. 

If there are others involved, harness the 
power of many heads, and ask each other 
if you are doing things safely? Could it be 
done another way, and are the risks being 
managed? Involving your people in safety 
conversations is just good business. Who 
needs workers off  injured? 

Where there’s more than one business 
working at a site, talk to each other 
and agree on sensible health and safety 
measures. These measures should be based 
on the level of risk and who is best placed 
to manage that risk. Most businesses are 
gett ing it right. A lot of eff ort is going into 
fi nding innovative ways of communicating 
with workers and involving others on site, 
from health and safety-focused apps, to 
junior team members running pre-start 
meetings. Site inductions are becoming 
far more interactive, with subcontractors 
taking the time to talk with others on site 
before starting work. 

Make it business as usual — encourage 
good practice and implement a risk 
management approach you use every day. 

Staying safe while at work is no longer
just up to managers and supervisors. 
We all have a role to play in keeping
our workplaces healthy and safe. 
The requirement to take practicable steps to 
manage workplace risks has been in place 
for 25 years. The Health and Safety at Work 
Act just sharpens the focus on ensuring 
that those who are in the best position to 
manage workplace risks are responsible
for doing so.

Arbor View
Safety at work is 
everybody’s business
by Vadim Spice
Sector Leader, WorkSafe NZ

Correspondence to 
Vadim.Spice@worksafe.govt.nz

“A good place to start is by pausing to look at 
the tasks you do regularly with fresh eyes and 
asking yourself, am I doing this safely? Often 
through this simple act you’ll pick up things you 
hadn’t previously considered.”

Photo: Richard Tregoweth (Treetools)
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NZ Arb has set up a new committ ee for municipal arborists and urban 
foresters and is looking for new members and contributors.

“We are looking to create a group for municipal arborists who manage 
large tree populations on behalf of local authorities and government 
organisations” says NZ Arb Exec member David Spencer.

The idea is to share knowledge and have a forum where municipal 
arborists and urban foresters can share information to help promote and 
manage New Zealand’s urban tree population.

There is already a vast amount of experience and knowledge within 
this community and NZ Arb wants to facilitate sharing this knowledge 
through the Municipal Arborist Committ ee, Group and Forum.

To help represent this sector of our industry and promote the benefi ts 
of trees nationally NZ Arb would like to hear from you.

If you are interested in joining the group or forum or have some ideas 
you would like to share please contact us at administrator@nzarb.org.nz

We want to promote the value of trees to our communities and to help 
others manage them to enhance, maintain and protect those values.

Calling all municipal 
arborists and
urban foresters!

Clippings
Wanted: speakers 
for the 2017 NZ Arb 
conference
Got a great tree story to tell? NZ Arb want to 
hear from you. 

NZ Arb invites abstract submissions from 
anyone interested in presenting at the 2017 
NZ Arb Conference in Tauranga, from 26 - 27 
October 2017. 

We’re seeking anyone with recent research, 
stories of arb innovations, interesting projects 
on the go, or simply gripping tree tales. 

Abstracts should be submitt ed to 
administrator@nzarb.org.nz by 20 April 2017. 
The abstract should be a brief overview of
the presentation you have in mind, less than
250 words.

 The Conference will take place at the 
waterfront Trinity Wharf Hotel, in the popular 
New Zealand holiday destination of Tauranga, 
Bay of Plenty. The Hotel is located on and 
over the harbour with a relaxed ambience, 
waterfront dining and highly regarded 
conference and trade exhibition facilities.

NEW  
TO NZ

Tel +64 (0)9 275 0443 or 0508 36 77 83
sales@commercialoutdoormachinery.co.nz
www.commercialoutdoormachinery.co.nz

12 Andrew Baxter Drive 
Airport Oaks, Auckland 2022
New Zealand

8"– 20" DISC & DRUM CHIPPERS

MORBARK AND FÖRST CHIPPERS EXCLUSIVELY SOLD & SERVICED IN NEW ZEALAND BY COMMERCIAL OUTDOOR MACHINERY

®

BUILDING EQUIPMENT THAT CREATES OPPORTUNITIES

6–9" WHEELED & TRACKED CHIPPERS
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In urban areas, trees, and other types 
of vegetation, are increasingly 

being used in stormwater management to 
supplement traditional gray infrastructure 
(Soltis 1997; Keating 2002; Villarreal et al. 
2004; Day et al. 2008). Although there is 
a wealth of research in wildland settings 
showing trees can reduce and slow runoff 
(Heal et al. 2004; Link et al. 2004; Keim et al. 
2005; Boegh et al. 2009), there has been less 
research in urban environments (Sanders 
1986; Soltis 1997; Xiao et al. 1998; Xiao et 
al. 2000; Wang et al. 2008; Asadian and 
Weiler 2009). Furthermore, the research 
that has been done in urban environments 
has been based on small-scale experiments 
or hydrological models. There has been 
no statistical analysis of the influence of 
vegetation on runoff in an intact urban 
watershed. This is a significant gap in the 
literature, as wildland studies and small-
scale experiments do not consider the 
built component of an urban watershed 
(e.g., impervious surfaces) and how this 
built component interacts with vegetation. 
Therefore, it’s not clear how results from 
small-scale studies scale up to the city 
level, and it is important to understand the 
relationship between trees and stormwater 
runoff at the same scale as potential policy 
remedies. Researchers address this gap 
by quantifying the effect of vegetation on 
stormwater runoff in a combined-sewer 
system in Portland, Oregon, U.S.

Literature Review
Vegetation can affect stormwater runoff 
in three ways: interception, transpiration, 
and infiltration. Vegetation intercepts 
precipitation, which allows it to evaporate 
rather than landing on the ground and 
contributing to runoff. Transpiration 
occurs when vegetation draws water from 
the soil and releases it as water vapor from 
its leaves and stem. Finally, roots increase 
the infiltration of water through the soil. 
In wildland settings, several studies have 
shown that trees intercept significant 
amounts of rain (Heal et al. 2004; Link et 
al. 2004), and that forest structure and 
tree age are important determinants of 
interception rates. Specifically, Pypker et al. 
(2005) found that a 25-year-old Douglas-
fir plantation intercepted more rain than 
an old-growth stand of Douglasfir, and 
Nadkarni and Sumera (2004) found that 
trees with a denser canopy intercepted 

more rain. Interception rates are also 
influenced by weather. Rates are 
higher following a period of dry weather 
(McJannet et al. 2007) and decline as 
a storm progresses (Jetten 1996).  
Weather variation can also make it 
harder to draw general conclusions about 
interception by forest type (Crockford and 
Richardson 2000).

The findings of rain-interception 
studies in urban areas are generally 
consistent with those conducted in 
wildland settings. In Davis, California, U.S., 
Xiao et al. (2000) found that an open-grown 
deciduous tree intercepted less winter rain 
than an open-grown conifer. They also 
found that interception rates varied from 
100% at the beginning of a storm to 3% at 
the end. Asadian and Weiler (2009) studied 
the interception rates of six trees (Douglas-
fir and red cedar) in British Columbia, 
Canada, and they found that red cedar 
intercepted more rain than Douglas-fir, 
and interception was influenced by 
canopy structure and storm intensity. 
Guervara-Escobar et al. (2007) found that 
the mean interception rate of an open-
grown evergreen was 60% across 
19 summer storms.

Several studies have used models to 
estimate the interception rate of urban 
trees. Wang et al. (2008) used a hydrology 
model to estimate the interception rate of 
trees in Baltimore, Maryland, U.S. Their 
model showed that trees can significantly 
reduce runoff; however, results only held 
for low-intensity, short-duration storms. 
Sanders (1986) modeled the effect of 
urban development and vegetation on 
stormwater runoff in Dayton, Ohio, U.S. His 
model showed that development increased 
runoff, whereas vegetation reduced both 
total runoff and runoff rate. 

This analysis explores the effect 
of vegetation on stormwater runoff in 
Portland, Oregon. Researchers analyzed 
two storms in 2010—a summertime (leaf 
on) and wintertime (leaf off) event—across 
34 sewer monitoring sites. The objective 
is to quantify the effect of trees and other 
vegetation on total runoff and peak flow. 
The current study is the first to analyze 
this relation holistically in an intact 
urban watershed: researchers didn’t rely 
on hydrological models and measured 
runoff in sewers as opposed to within 
or under trees. Therefore, the study is a 

useful complement to existing hydrological 
models and small-scale experiments, 
which have been used to justify significant 
investments in green infrastructure. 
In addition, the study is at the city 
scale, which matches the scale of likely 
policy interventions (e.g., tree planting 
programs).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Area
Portland is a city in northwest Oregon with 
a population of 619,360 in 2014 (U.S. Census 
2014). It has a maritime climate with a 
mean annual rainfall of 109 cm (National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
2011), which falls mainly in the winter and 
spring.

Approximately 70% of homes in 
Portland are connected to a combined-
sewer system, in which sanitary flow and 
stormwater runoff share the same system 
of pipes. Approximately 772 communities 
in the U.S., serving 40 million people, 
have combined-sewer systems (U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency 2008). 
When most combined-sewer systems 
were built, sanitary flow was not treated, 
so a combined system was viewed as an 
economical way of disposing of sanitary 
flow and stormwater runoff. Now that 
sanitary flow is treated before release, 
the management of combined-sewer flow 
presents challenges, because stormwater 
runoff is far more variable than sanitary 
flow, which can lead to the release of 
untreated sanitary flow into rivers and 
backup of sewer flow for residential 
customers.

In 1991, Northwest Environmental 
Advocates sued the City of Portland 
under the Clean Water Act because the 
City released untreated sanitary flow 
an average of 50 times a year into the 
Willamette River or the Columbia Slough. 
In response, the City built three storage 
tunnels, which became known as the big-
pipe project. These tunnels were designed 
so that untreated flow would be released 
into the Willamette River an average of four 
times in the winter and once every three 
summers (based on 40-year development 
projections) and released into the Columbia 
Slough once every five winters and once 
every ten summers (Portland Bureau of 
Environmental Services 2012).

Although the big pipe reduced the 

Branching Out
Vegetation and stormwater runoff in urban  
watershed during storms in Portland, OR
by Geoffrey H. Donovan, David T. Butry, and Megan Y. Mao or ISA Arboriculture  
& Urban Forestry 2016. 42(5): 318–328
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Figure 1. Bioswale in Portland, Oregon, U.S. 

discharge of untreated sanitary flow into 
the Willamette River, it did not affect sewer 
backup, which is a significant problem in 
older neighborhoods. Pipes that were big 
enough when a neighborhood was built are 
now unable to deal with the flow generated 
by additional development. Rather 
than replace undersized, but otherwise 
functional pipes, the City of Portland is 
using green infrastructure — trees and 
bioswales (Figure 1), for example — to 
supplement traditional gray infrastructure. 
Bioswales are landscape elements designed 
to filter and reduce surface runoff.

Data
The City of Portland maintains a series of 
permanent and temporary flow meters in 
the combined- sewer system. Flow data was 
obtained for two two-day storms: one in 
the winter (18–19 December 2010), in which 
1.86 cm of rain fell, and one in the summer 
(15–16 June 2010), in which 0.97 cm of rain 
fell. Researchers chose storms that had 
significant precipitation and were preceded 
and followed by dry periods. Data were 
available from 34 monitors (flow monitors 
measure the total volume of runoff that 
flows through a pipe in a 15-minute 
increment). Data were used from all 34 
sewer sheds in all subsequent models. 
Each monitor measures runoff from a 
unique drainage, which shall be referred to 
as a sewer shed. An ArcGIS tool (developed 
by the City of Portland) was used to 
define the spatial extent of these sewer 
sheds. The tool traces all the pipes and 
associated surfaces that drain to a monitor. 
Researchers traced the sewer shed for each 
of the 34 monitors and combined them 
into a single GIS layer. Figure 2 shows an 
example sewer shed (E09), its associated 
pipes, and the location of its flow meter. 
Figure 3 shows the location of sewer 
shed E09 and the location of Portland’s 
wastewater treatment plant. Table 1 
provides summary statistics for these 
sewer sheds. 

In a combined-sewer system, sanitary 
flow shares the same system of pipes 
as stormwater runoff. In the analysis, 
researchers chose not to account for 
sanitary flow, because during the storms 
selected, stormwater runoff was several 
orders of magnitude larger than sanitary 
flow, and it was postulated that sanitary 
flows are uncorrelated with land cover 
and rainfall, all else equal. Indeed, many of 
the flow meters registered zero flow rates 
when it wasn’t raining, which suggests 
the sanitary flow is typically too low to be 
detected.

Classified aerial imagery (metro land-
cover classification 2007, 1 m resolution) 
was used to estimate the percentage of a 
sewer shed covered in three cover types: 
tree canopy, impervious surface, and low 
vegetation (grass and shrubs). Although 
the imagery could distinguish between 
trees and grass and shrubs, it could 
not distinguish between deciduous and 
evergreen trees. 

As the three cover types sum to 100%, 
an increase in one cover type necessarily 
means a decrease in one or both of the 
other two cover types. However, in reality, 

Figure 2. Sewer shed E09 showing tree cover, grass-and-shrub cover, major sewer pipes, 
and flow monitor in Portland, Oregon, U.S.

Figure 3. Location of sewer shed E09 and water-treatment center in Portland, Oregon, U.S.



tree canopy can overhang grass and 
shrubs, as well as impervious surfaces. 

There are 16 rain gauges within the 
combined sewer catchment. If a sewer 
shed contained a single rain gauge, 
researchers assigned it to that sewer shed. 
If a sewer shed contained multiple rain 
gauges, then the mean of the gauges was 
assigned. If a sewer shed contained no rain 
gauge, then the gauge closest to the sewer 
shed’s boundary was assigned. Finally, 
the mean slope in each sewer shed was 
estimated using a LIDAR-derived digital-
elevation map.

Treatment Costs
The cost of stormwater management is 
affected by both total flow and peak flow. 
Total flow drives the variable costs of 
treatment, as each additional cubic meter 
of flow that reaches a treatment plant 
increases treatment costs (e.g., energy 
and chemical costs). Peak flow drives the 
fixed, infrastructure costs of stormwater 
treatment. For example, a system of pipes 
must be able to accommodate peak flow; 
otherwise, untreated flow may overflow into 
rivers or cause backups for commercial and 
residential customers. Variable treatment 
costs are essentially a linear function of 
total flow, whereas fixed costs are nonlinear 
and often have thresholds. For example, 
in one area, a small reduction in peak flow 
may significantly reduce the number of 
sewer backups. However, in an area that 
has pipes that are of sufficient diameter 
to accommodate peak flow, that same 
reduction in peak flow may have no effect 
on fixed costs. Therefore, the effects of 
vegetation on treatments costs are highly 
situational. 

To investigate the influence of trees 
on fixed and variable treatment costs, 
researchers estimated a total flow model 
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Variable Mean SD Min Mix

Sewer shed area 
(hectares) 

1,113 [1,907] 1.70 5,756

Percent tree 
cover

29.1 [7.60] 6.75 42.2

Percent grass 
and shrubs

27.4 [9.49] 9.33 56.7

Percent  
impervious

43.1 [13.4] 12.2 78.2

Mean slope 10.5 [4.07] 5.13 21.7

Table 1. Summary statistics for 34 sewer sheds.

Variable Definition

Total flow Sewer flow in cubic meters per hectare per 
15-minute increment

Flow (15 min lag) Total flow in previous 15-minute increment

Change in flow Absolute percentage change in flow previous 
15-minute increment

Sewer shed area Area of sewer shed in hectares

 Rain Rainfall in cubic meters per hectare per 
15-minute increment

Rain (15-minute lag) Rainfall in previous 15-minute increment

Percent tree cover Percent of sewer shed covered by tree canopy

Percent grass and 
shrubs

Percent of sewer shed covered by grass and 
shrubs

Percent impervious Percent of sewer shed covered by impervious 
surface

Slope Mean slope of a sewer shed

Table 2. Candidate variables for possible inclusion in total flow and change-in-flow models..

Variable Coeeficient P-value (model based) P-value (sandwich)

Intercept 0.042 0.075 0.296

 Flow (15-minute lag) 0.992 <0.001 <0.001

Rain 0.064 <0.001 0.053

Percent tree cover -0.0017 0.038 0.235

R-squared (within) 0.54

R-squared (between) 1.00

R-squared (overall) 0.985

Table 3. Random-effects model of sewer-flow rate (cubic meters per hectare per 15 minutes) on 15–16 June 2010, in Portland, Oregon, U.S. (number of 
groups = 34, total number of observations = 6,375).

and a change-in-flow model. These two 
measures of flow are shown in Figure 4, 
which graphs sewer flow as a function 
of time. Total flow is the integral of this 
function between two points in time (in 
this case, these two points are 15 minutes 
apart). The change-in-flow model is the 
first differential of this function. The first 
differential was approximated using 
the slope of the ray connecting the two 
points f(t0) and f(t15). 

Not all the sewer sheds are the 
same size, so total flow was normalized 
by sewer-shed area (units: cubic meters 
per hectare per 15 minute increment). 
To make the interpretation of model 
coefficients more intuitive, rainfall 
was measured in the same units. In the 
change-in-flow model, different sized 
sewer sheds were accommodated by 
using absolute percentage change in 
flow from one 15-minute increment to 
the next. Formally, normalized total flow 
(NF) and normalized change in flow 
(NCF) are defined as:

where i indexes sewer shed and t 
indexes time.

Statistical Analysis
The data are structured as repeated 
measurements on the same 
observational unit (sewer shed). Data 
of this type can be analyzed using 
regression models of the following 
general form:

where Yi,t  is either normalized flow 
or normalized change in flow for the 
ith sewer shed at time t, Xi,t is a vector 
of independent variables (including 
tree cover), ∑i,t is an i.i.d. error term 
uncorrelated with the unit-specific 
residual vi  and a and ß are coefficients 
to be estimated in the regression step. 
Typically, linear models of this form 
are estimated using either fixed-effects 
or random-effects estimators. The 
researchers chose between the two 
based on a Hausman specification test 
(Hausman 1978). 

Variables were selected for 
inclusion in the final model using 
iterative backward selection. Variables 
were dropped from the model 
using progressively smaller p-value 
thresholds, with a final threshold of 
0.1. The only exception to this selection 
criterion was rainfall. Table 2 shows a 
complete list of candidate variables.  
A variance-covariance matrix was 
used to avoid including highly collinear 

[1] NFi,t  = 

[2] NCFi,t  = {                                       }* 100

Flowi,t 
Areai

Flowi,t +15 – Flow i,t
Flowi,t 

[3] Yi,t = α + ßXi,t  + vi + ∑i,t 



combinations of variables in the 
same model. 

It takes time for rainfall to pass 
through a sewer system and reach a flow 
meter. Therefore, lagged rainfall were 
included in both models. For example, the 
variable rain denotes rainfall in the current 
15-minute period, rain (15-minute lag) 
denotes rainfall in the previous 15-minute 
period, and so forth.

Several statistical issues can 
complicate the estimation of regression 
models using repeated- measurements 
data. Data are typically not independent. 
A random or fixed effect model addresses 
some of this dependence, but temporal 
autocorrelation can also be an issue. 
Autocorrelation was tested by using a 
Wooldridge test (Wooldridge 2002). As in 
simple linear regression, heteroskedasticity 
can also be an issue in repeated-
measurements data. Heteroskedasticity 
was tested by comparing a model that 
assumes panel-level homoskedasticity 
(error-term variance is the same across 
sewer sheds) to one that assumes panel-
level heteroskedasticity (error-term 
variance varies across sewer sheds) using 
a log-likelihood ratio test.

Results
Hausman specification tests of all models 
found no statistically significant difference 
between coefficients estimated using 
random-effects estimators and those 
using fixed-effects estimators (P < 0.01). 
Under these conditions, both estimators 
are consistent, but only the random-effects 
estimators are efficient (Baum 2001. 
Therefore, all models were estimated using 
random-effects estimators.

In the flow model, researchers found 
evidence of autocorrelation (P < 0.001), 
so a 15-minute lag of sewer flow was 
included as an independent variable, which 
removed the autocorrelation (P = 0.732). 
In the change-in-flow model, researchers 
found no evidence of autocorrelation (P 
= 0.149). There was, however, evidence of 

heteroskedasticity in both models (P < 
0.001). Therefore, standard errors were 
estimated with the usual model-based 
techniques and with sandwich estimators 
(Greene 2000), which are robust to some 
forms of misspecification including 
heteroskedasticity and non-normally 
distributed error terms. 

Table 3 shows the results of the model 
of June sewer-flow rate. As expected, 
the coefficients on lagged sewer flow 
and rain are positive. Percentage tree 
cover is negatively associated with sewer 
flow, but the coefficient on trees is only 
significant with model-based standard 
errors. Standard errors were included 
using both estimators, as both estimators 
have shortcomings. Heteroskedasticity 
can lead to inefficient coefficient estimates 
when using model-based estimators. In 
contrast, sandwich estimators are robust 
to heteroskedasticity, but they are sensitive 
to misspecification of the likelihood 
function. In addition, the data have only 
34 observational units, and sandwich 

estimators are only asymptotically efficient 
and consistent (Rabe-Hesketh and Skrondal 
2012). Therefore, it is not clear which is the 
appropriate estimator, and readers should 
interpret results from this model cautiously.

To provide some context for coefficient 
on tree cover, if tree cover had been one 
percentage point higher (mean tree-canopy 
cover in the sample was 28%), then sewer 
flow would have been reduced by 4,550 
cubic meters over the two-day storm. 

Tree cover was not significant in the 
changein-flow model (Table 4), but grass 
and shrubs were, which suggests that 
groundcover is more effective at slowing 
runoff than tree cover.

The coefficient on grass and shrubs 
is -0.5, which means that a one percentage 
point increase in grass and shrubs would 
result in a 0.5 percentage point decrease 
in absolute percentage flow. To provide 
some context for this number, the mean 
absolute percentage change in flow for the 
sample (including only those observations 
where absolute percentage change in 
flow is non-zero) is 19.5. A one percentage 
point increase in grass and shrubs would 
reduce this to 19. This is a modest change, 
but under the right circumstances, such a 
change might prevent a pipe from backing 
up. In addition, these results apply to all 
grass and shrubs. Groundcover specifically 
designed to slow runoff (e.g., bioswales) is 
likely to be more effective at moderating 
peak flow. The coefficient on trees and 
shrubs is significant for both estimators, 
so results are less ambiguous than the 
flow model.

When comparing the benefits of trees 
with the benefits of shrubs and grass, it 
is important to recall that increasing tree 
canopy does not require reducing the 
amount of impervious surface or grass 
and shrubs. Therefore, the coefficient on 
trees should be interpreted as the marginal 
effect of additional tree canopy. In contrast, 
increasing grass and shrubs necessarily 
requires reducing impervious surface, 
so the coefficient on grass and shrubs 
should be interpreted as the marginal 
effect of substituting grass and shrubs for 
impervious surface. 
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Figure 4. Total flow and change in flow.

Portland, Oregon
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Variable Coeeficient P-value (model based) P-value (sandwich)

Intercept 0.042 0.075 0.296

 Flow (15-minute lag) 0.992 <0.001 <0.001

Rain 0.064 <0.001 0.053

Percent tree cover -0.0017 0.038 0.235

R-squared (within) 0.54

R-squared (between) 1.00

R-squared (overall) 0.985

Table 3. Random-effects model of sewer-flow rate (cubic meters per hectare per 15 minutes) on 15–16 June 2010, in Portland, Oregon, U.S. (number of 
groups = 34, total number of observations = 6,375).

Variable Coeeficient P-value (model based) P-value (sandwich)

Intercept 25.7 <0.001 <0.001 

Rain 3.61 <0.001 <0.001

Rain (15-minute lag) 1.03 0.167 0.172

Rain (30-minute lag) 3.33 <0.001 0.018

Rain (45-minute lag) 3.20 <0.001 0.020

Rain (60-minute lag) 6.91 <0.001 <0.001

Rain (75-minute lag) 3.14 <0.001 0.098

Percent grass & shrubs -0.495 0.034 0.007

R-squared (within) 0.0739

R-squared (between) 0.1.260

R-squared (overall) 0.0781

Table 4. Random-effects model of absolute, percentage change in sewer flow on 15–16 June 2010, in Portland, Oregon, U.S. (number of groups = 34, 
total number of observations = 6,341).

Variable Coeeficient P-value (model based) P-value (sandwich)

Intercept 103.7 0.051 0.060

Rain 80.45 <0.001 0.322

Rain (15-minute lag) 34.42 0.094 0.025

Rain (30-minute lag) -8.95 0.665 0.475

Rain (45-minute lag) -28.71 0.164 0.240

Rain (60-minute lag) -12.48 0.546 0.211

Rain (75-minute lag) -7.47 0.701 0.328

Percent grass & shrubs -2.690 0.120 0.122

R-squared (within) 0.0064

R-squared (between) 0.0069

R-squared (overall)

Table 6. Random-effects model of absolute, percentage change in sewer flow on 18–19 December 2010, in Portland, 
Oregon, U.S. (number of groups = 30, total number of observations = 4,996)

Variable Coeeficient P-value (model based) P-value (sandwich)

Intercept -0.00329 0.540 0.033

Flow (15-minute lag) 0.998 <0.001 <0.001

Rain 0.0112 <0.001 0.025

Percent tree cover 0.000631 0.973 0.665

R-squared (within) 0.57

R-squared (between) 1.00

R-squared (overall) 1.00

Table 5. Random-effects model of sewer-flow rate (cubic meters per hectare per 15 minutes) on 18–19 December 2010, in Portland, Oregon, U.S. (num-
ber of groups = 30, total number of observations = 5,626).
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Results for the December flow and 
change- in-flow models are shown in Table 
5 and Table 6. For comparison, researchers 
included the same variables as the 
corresponding June models. Neither trees 
nor grass and shrubs were significant in 
either model. In addition, both December 
models had lower explanatory power than 
their corresponding June models. This 
lack of significance may be because trees 
and shrubs lose their leaves in winter, and 
therefore interception and transpiration 
rates are lower. In addition, colder, wetter 
winter weather reduces water loss from 
transpiration and infiltration. 

Discussion
The results suggest that, for summer 
storms in Portland, shrubs and grass 
reduce peak flow. The results for trees 
were more ambiguous. Using model-based 
estimators, the relationship between 
tree cover and total flow was significant. 
However, when sandwich estimators were 
used to correct for heteroskedasticity, the 
relationship between trees and total flow 

was no longer significant. In winter,  
neither total flow nor peak flow were 
affected by vegetation.

The results provide support for the use 
of bioswales and other ground-covering 
vegetation to augment traditional gray 
infrastructure. However, increasing 
groundcover was associated with relatively 
modest reductions in peak flow. Placing 
bioswales strategically, or combing them 
with other mitigation techniques, may have 
a significant effect on fixed infrastructure 
costs, but they shouldn’t be considered a 
panacea. Future research could fruitfully 
focus on the impact of bioswales and 
bioswale structure on stormwater runoff. 

The results do not provide definitive 
support for the use of trees in stormwater 
management. Some of this ambiguity 
may be a consequence of the study design 
— two-day storms were analyzed, and so 
tree cover was time invariant. However, 
the results suggest that wildland studies 
and single-tree experiments should not 
be blindly used to justify the use of trees 
in urban stormwater management. These 

studies do not consider the built component 
of urban watersheds, and it’s far from 
clear how trees interact with built 
infrastructure. More than anything, 
this study emphasizes the need for more 
research in intact urban watersheds.

Determining how the hydrological 
effects of vegetation translate into 
changes in stormwater treatment costs is 
problematic because treatment costs are 
not simple linear functions of total flow. 
Rather, there are many threshold effects. 
For example, in some circumstances, a 
modest reduction in flow might stop a 
sewer pipe from backing up into people’s 
basement, which would avoid significant 
short-term damage. In the long term, fewer 
backups may avoid the cost of replacing 
a small but otherwise functional pipe. 
However, in other situations, the same 
reduction in flow may have little effect on 
treatment costs. 

Although it may be difficult to 
determine the effect of vegetation on 
stormwater treatment costs in a specific 
case, cost savings are likely to be higher in 
the following circumstances, all else equal: 
cities with combined-sewer systems, cities 
with high summer rainfall, and cities with 
undersized but otherwise functional pipes. 

The study has several limitations. 
Researchers were only able to analyze two 
storms, so the results are, to some degree, 
an artifact of the idiosyncrasies of these 
storms. The coefficients of interest would, 
no doubt, have been different if different 
storms had been analyzed. How different, 
researchers are unable to say. Therefore, 
the results should be interpreted cautiously. 
However, analyzing more storms would 
not have added additional variability in 
vegetative cover, as both tree cover and 
grassand-shrub cover were time invariant 
in the analysis. Therefore, additional storms 
may not have provided more insight into 
the relationship between vegetation and 
stormwater runoff. 

The measures of vegetation cover are 
another source of uncertainty. Specifically, 
the imagery used is subject to classification 
error. In addition, tree canopy obscures 
underlying groundcover, so researchers 
couldn’t determine how much of the 
area under tree canopy was covered by 
impervious surface or vegetation. Finally, 
imagery was used from 2007 to estimate 
canopy cover in 2010.

Despite these limitations, researchers 
believe the unique nature of the study 
provides useful support and caveats to 
past studies that have identified a relation 
between vegetation and stormwater runoff.

Although trees and other vegetation 
may be a useful complement to traditional 
stormwater infrastructure, it is important 
not to overstate their benefits. However, 
it is also important to consider the other 
benefits of trees, which include reduced 
energy consumption (Akbari et al. 1997; 
McPherson and Simpson 2003), increased 
sale price of homes (Anderson and Cordell 
1988; Donovan and Butry 2010), reduced 
crime (Kuo and Sullivan 2001), and 
improved public health (Lovasi et al. 2008; 
Donovan et al. 2011; Donovan et al. 2013).
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Waterfal in Oregon
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P50RX

P460

NEW Predator Power Stump 
Grinders get the job done no 
matter what the size. Retractable 
tracks make ease of access an 
added advantage with plenty of 
power to get the job done.

The best equipment 
no matter the size.

www.hansaproducts.co.nz 
Hansa Products Ltd - 36 Tawn Place, PO Box 10323, Hamilton 3200, New Zealand

freephone 0508 4 HANSA (0508 442 672)   phone 07 849 4749   email info@hansaproducts.co.nz   
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CONGRATULATIONS!

09 275 0443 or Freephone 0508 36 77 83
For more info, please visit www.commercialoutdoormachinery.co.nz

“You can send your Sales guys 
out every day, talking to people 
about great machinery, but the 
machines are only as good as 
the backup, so parts and service 
backup is huge to us”

— General Manager Ken Johnston

BUILDING EQUIPMENT THAT CREATES OPPORTUNITIES

On February 10th 2017, New Zealand’s Commercial Outdoor Machinery became the world’s 
FIRST International Morbark Dealer to be presented with Morbark Inc’s coveted Gold Tier 
Dealership Award. Our Auckland based company, which sells nationally, is exceptionally proud 
of this achievement. After receiving our Top Ten Global Sales Award in 2016, we are thrilled to 
have earned our Gold Tier status in 2017, and to be the first International dealer to do so. To gain 
this award meant meeting five stringent standards of quality for Service, Warranty, Parts, Sales, 
and Marketing.

Commercial Outdoor Machinery is a division of the thriving, 35-year-old, family owned com-
pany, Stevens Products Limited. Stevens Products is the exclusive distributor of premium quality 
Walker Mowers, Hustler Mowers, Italian Eurocomach excavators, and other high quality Outdoor 
Power Equipment brands from around the globe, all refined for optimum operation in New 
Zealand’s demanding conditions. We take particular pride in our legendary back-up and support: 
we aim for 98% off-the-shelf parts backup, and regularly hit 99.1%.

For inquiries about our Morbark 6”–20” Ex-Stock Chipper models, or a tour of our Airport Oaks 
headquarters at 16 Andrew Baxter Drive, please call:



Arbor View
NZ Arb Approved Contractors – a standard
of arboriculture quality assurance
by Will Melville
Vice President, NZ Arboricultural Association 
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We have all driven past a job we have 
quoted and seen a ‘banged up’ ute with 

brush hanging out the back parked outside, while 
someone is on a ladder doing the tear cut reduc-
tion to Mrs Miggins prize winning apple tree, and 
thought once again, it is not right that we, as 
qualifi ed professionals, are seen in the same light 
as and compete with these cowboys. 

NZ Arb introduced the Approved Contractor 
programme in 1993 to “establish and 
maintain a high level of public confi dence in 
the arboriculture industry” and to create a 
nationally recognised programme that would 
give businesses the edge of quality assurance 
when quoting against ‘Larry’s Lawns & 
Tree Lopping Ltd’. Since then 20 companies 
nationwide have joined the programme 
and councils have started to include it as a 
prerequisite for their contractors. 

Approved Contractor status is achievable by 
any sized company from a contract climber to 
the large internationals, and it gives you a point 
of diff erence in this highly competitive market. 
You also get the advantage of NZ Arb actively 
promoting its approved contractors by lobbying 
councils, giving out company fl yers at climbing 
competitions, and the Rural Games, and directing 
calls we receive to our approved contractors. 

Obtaining Approved Contractor Status is 
not hard, you probably already have all the 
information needed to become approved and if 
you don’t we off er support to help you. The only 
thing required to apply is that you are a current 
member of NZ Arb and have held a recognised 
arboriculture qualifi cation for the last three 
years. If you meet these criteria, have a look over 
the Approved Contractor pre-approval guide on 
the member’s page of the NZ Arb website or get a 
copy by emailing acs@nzarb.org.nz.         

Correspondence to 
vicepresident@nzarb.org.nz
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have earned our Gold Tier status in 2017, and to be the first International dealer to do so. To gain 
this award meant meeting five stringent standards of quality for Service, Warranty, Parts, Sales, 
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pany, Stevens Products Limited. Stevens Products is the exclusive distributor of premium quality 
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Today’s land-clearing contractors require 
equipment that can get the job done ef-

fectively and efficiently, while maintaining 
minimal disruption to the natural environ-
ment and keeping projects on schedule for 
the work that follows.
  
Vermeer understands the challenges 
you face and produces the equipment 
you need. Whether you are clearing for 
residential development; harvesting 
fuel crops, producing animal bedding or 
thinning forest, Vermeer can help you lead 
the way with our complete line of forestry 
products and a wide range of options and 
features that make Vermeer equipped to 
do more.

The Vermeer HG4000TX horizontal grinder 
is built tough and offers a variety of 
configurations to suit large land clearing 
municipal waste and composting opera-
tions. The grinders feature optional length 
feed tables and Thrown Object Deflectors 
(TOD) that reduces the quantity and 
distance of thrown debris. Self-propelled 
track grinders are highly maneuverable 
and are controlled by a wireless remote, 
which enables it to work on uneven terrain 
jobsites and land-clearing projects. 

Increased productivity is achieved through 
Vermeer’s exclusive Smart Grind system 
that automatically controls grinding speed 
based on engine rpm levels.

Improved cutting performance is also 
attained using the patented Duplex double 
drum system with reversible hammers and 
cutter blocks that extend maintenance in-
tervals and nearly double the replacement 
wear life.

Vermeer, as an American industrial and 
agricultural equipment manufacturing 
company manufactures machines that 
have a real impact in a progressing world. 

Vermeer horizontal grinders, tub grinders, 
brush chippers and stump cutters allow 
contractors to quickly process wood waste 
into useful mulch, biofuel or compost. AB 
Equipment trained dealer personnel are 
with you all the way to provide parts and 
service throughout our 18 branches nation-
wide for the entire range of Vermeer prod-
ucts. These programmes include Planned 
Maintenance, Unplanned Maintenance, Ma-
jor Overhauls and Refurbishment, Operator 
Training, and Total Fleet Management.

The next step is for the Vermeer HG4000TX 
horizontal grinder is for it to be taken on a 
road trip nationwide and demonstrated at 
selected locations.

Nationwide Demo Days featuring the new 
Vermeer HG4000TX are strictly limited. 
Enquire now by phoning AB Equipment on 
021 367 889 or contact your local AB Equip-
ment branch. Alternatively visit our website 
www.abequipment.co.nz for further details.

- advertorial-

The Vermeer HG4000tx  
horizontal grinder has landed!

Maintain minimal disruption to the environment yet maximise production with less 
maintenance with the first Vermeer Horizontal Grinder to arrive in New Zealand.

“Increased 
productivity is 
achieved through 
Vermeer’s exclusive 
Smart Grind system 
that automatically 
controls grinding 
speed based on 
engine rpm levels.”
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Watch out for the wise guys!

WARNING Be careful with your sign writing, it may give the impression of additional services! Photo: Brad Harding; Tree Wise Men Ltd

Clippings

VERMEER ENVIRONMENTAL EQUIPMENT
BUILT FOR THE DAILY GRIND

Not only is Vermeer Environmental Equipment built for performance and easy maintenance, its also designed with operator 
safety in mind. Vermeer Stump Grinders make short work out of stump removal and are easy to use on virtually any type 
of hardwood. From parks to backyards Vermeer Brush Chippers offer a rugged and dependable solution and its exclusive 
patented safety systems provide less downtime and greater productivity.

EQUIPPED TO
DO MORE.

0800 30 30 90
www.abequipment .co.n z

Br anches Na t ionw ide
11759
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APPROVED CONTRACTORS 
OF  THE NEW ZEALAND 
ARBORICULTURE ASSOCIATION

An Approved Contractor is an arboricultural contracting business that has met, and main-
tains, a minimum stand of professional knowledge and practical ability with a certain level 
of client service – as required in the NZ Arb Approved Contractor Scheme. 

Northland/Auckland

Asplundh Ltd Auckland derekb@asplundh.co.nz (09) 570 8041

Treescape Ltd Auckland  info@treescape.co.nz (09) 259 0572

Treescape Ltd Kumeu northern@treescape.co.nz (09) 412 5017

Treesafe Arboriculture 
contractors Auckland nick@treesafe.co.nz 0800 754 042

Waikato / Bay of Plenty

Treescape Ltd Hamilton waikato@treescape.co.nz (07) 857 0280

Arbor Care Tree 
Services Tauranga arborcare@clear.net.nz (07) 543 1776

Central / Wellington

 Bark Ltd Wellington  enquiries@bark.co.nz 0800 227 558

Treetech Ltd Wellington  office@treetech.co.nz 0800 873 378

Treescape Ltd Wellington central@treescape.co.nz (04) 569 5813

Arb Innovations Wellington enquiries@arbinnovations.co.nz (04) 2126 366

Wellington City Council 
Parks & Gardens Wellington william.melville@wcc.govt.nz (04) 499-4444

Canterbury

Treetech Ltd Christchurch office@treetech.co.nz 0800 873 378

Treescape Ltd Christchurch canterbury@treescape.co.nz (03) 544 0588

Nelson/Tasman

Treescape Ltd Nelson south@treescape.co.nz (03) 544 0588

For more information about ACS go to the NZ Arb website www.nzarb.org.nz



10 April

Meet, Greet, Learn & Eat with Mark Chisholm, in association 
with Stihl Fisher House, Kerwyn Avenue, Auckland. 
Bookings essential email eastt amaki@stihlshop.co.nz for more 
information

11 April
Meet, Greet, Learn & Eat with Mark Chisholm, in association
with Stihl Vickery Park, Hamilton. Bookings essential.
email terapa@stihlshop.co.nz for more information

21 April Aerial Rescue Event, Maidstone Park Upper Hutt .
Email treeteam@wcc.govt.nz to register your interest

6 May Husqvarna/NZ Arb Waikato-BOP Regional Tree Climbing 
Competition  Hamilton Lake Domain

20-21 May Husqvarna/NZ Arb Auckland Regional Tree Climbing 
Competition Wenderholm Park, end of Schischka Rd, Waiwera

27 May Otago ‘Arbor Day’ Pruning & Aerial Rescue Event, 
SPCA 1 Torridon Street, Dunedin

30 July - 2 August ISA Annual International Conference and Trade Show
Gaylord National Resort & Convention Centre Maryland, USA

26 August Husqvarna/NZ Arb South Island Regional Tree Climbing 
Competition Christchurch

26-27 October NZ Arb Annual Conference 2017
Trinity Wharf Tauranga

27 - 28 October Husqvarna National Tree Climbing Championships Tauranga

Upcoming events
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$1,247 incl Battery & Charger
($699 unit, $299 BLi150 Battery, $249 QC330 Charger)
RRP Incl. GST

HUSQVARNA T536Li XP®

Professional top-handle chainsaw engineered for easy operation, 
with an intuitive keypad that enables starting and stopping at the 
push of a button. Exceptionally well balanced and light weight to 
ensure natural, smooth motions in any situation. The brushless 
motor provides increased efficiency and the high, constant torque 
generates a chain speed of 20 m/s - making it one of the most 
impressive and efficient battery powered chainsaw on the market. 
36V – 12” Bar – Chain pitch 3/8” – 3.6kg with Battery

 

CUT SMART, LOOK SHARP.
Right now, with every purchase of a Husqvarna T536LiXP battery 
top-handle chainsaw or T540XP II petrol top-handle chainsaw, you 
can get a FREE Arborist Clothing Kit valued at $659 – so you can cut 
smart and look sharp.

Offer valid 1st April 2017 - 31st July 2017 via redemption only, at participating Husqvarna 
Servicing Dealers. See in-store or Husqvarna.com.au for details. Arborist Clothing Kit 
includes Husqvarna Technical Extreme Jacket, Hi-Vis Work Shirt and Gear Bag.

The Husqvarna Professional Battery Series offers all the 
power, performance and intuitive design you expect. 
Lightweight and designed for comfort and ease of use 
on long shifts, they’re quiet enough to use anywhere, 
anytime. There’s no need for petrol and they meet 
even the most stringent environmental regulations. 
With running costs close to zero and long battery 
runtime, they offer high productivity and the results 
you and your customers expect.

For more information visit husqvarna.co.nz

BAT TERY 
SOLUTIONS
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